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Grouping of residues based on their contact interactions
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Based on the concept of energy landscape a grouping method of residues for reducing the sequence com-
plexity in proteins is presented. For the Miyazawa and Jernigan matrix, rational groupings of 20 kinds of
residues with minimal mismatches, under the consideration of local minima and statistics on correlation
between the residues, are studied. A hierarchical tree of groupings relating to different numbers of groupsN is
obtained, and a plateau aroundN58 –10 is found, which may represent the basic degree of freedom of the
sequence complexity in proteins.
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Using a small set of amino acid residues to reduce
sequence complexity in proteins, i.e., reducing the natur
occurring 20 kinds of residues into several kinds, has b
studied@1–3#. Some patterns of residues were discovered
the reconstruction of secondary structures, such as bi
patterns ina helices and helix bundles@2# ~see review@4#,
and references therein!. These imply that the hydrophobi
cores, the native structures and the rapid folding behavior
proteins can be realized by some simplified alphabets of r
dues. Theoretically, the simplest reduction, the so-calledH-P
model includingH group with hydrophobic residues andP
group with polar residues, has been extensively used. Yet
relation between different forms or levels of these reducti
~such as the five-letter palette@3#, or differentH-P groupings
@5,6#! relating to the original sequences is not generally
tablished. To find out the physical origin of these reductio
is of importance for the protein representation.

Based on the Miyazawa and Jernigan~MJ! matrix of con-
tact potentials of residues@7#, reductions by dividing resi-
dues into different groups are made in our previous pa
@8#. Several simplified schemes from minimized mismatch
between reduced interaction matrix and the original MJ o
are found. However, the physical picture of the mismatch
not well clarified, and the physical reasons for the group
of residues need to be further studied. It is also importan
make a comparison between the grouping results of diffe
interaction matrices, and to study the generality of our s
plification method. The goal of this paper is in these aspe
In this paper, a general picture and simplified formula
mismatch, based on the concept of energy landscape
presented. Some rational groupings are obtained. Stati
on correlation between the residues reveal that some resi
tend to aggregate together or are friends to live in the sa
group. A plateau of mismatch around group numb
N58 –10 for three different interaction matrices is foun
implying that groupings withN58 –10 may provide a ratio
nal reduction for the complexity of protein sequences. T
coincides with a fact that proteins generally include mo
than seven types of residues@4#.

To divide 20 types of residues into a number of grou
the basic principle may be that the residues in a group sh
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be similar in their physical aspects, mainly the interactio
After grouping, the residues in a group could be represen
by one of the residues from the group, thus the complexity
protein sequences is reduced. When a residue is replace
another, the energy landscape of a protein@9# should not
change its main feature~the shape! or the folding features are
basically the same. This is the case, especially when the
tem is near the bottom of the funnel where a protein has
most compact conformations. The energy difference betw
two nearby conformations (c1) and (c2) is defined as

DE5(
n

@en
(c1)~si ,sj !2en

(c2)~sk ,sl !#, ~1!

whereen
(c1)(si ,sj ) „ or en

(c2)(sk ,sl)… is the contact energy o
thenth contact between two residuessi andsj ~or sk andsl)
in c1 ~or in c2), si defines the residue type of thei th
element in the protein sequence, and the number of cont
in two conformations are assumed to be the same. To k
the main feature of the energy landscape means thatDE
should not change its sign, i.e.,

sgn@DEnew#5sgn@DEold#, ~2!

when a residuesg(g5 i , j, k, or l ) is substituted by one of its
‘‘friends’’ sg8 in the same group. HereDEold andDEnew are
the energy differences of the original sequence and its s
stitute, and sgn@X#51, 0, or21 for X.0, X50, or X,0.
Any discrepancy of Eq.~2! may change the energy land
scape, and a quantity ‘‘mismatch’’ is used to characterize
discrepancy. Thus, the mismatch acts as a quantitative
fitness of substitutions of residues.

In detail, 20 kinds of residues are partitioned intoN
groups asG1 , . . . ,GN with n1 residues in groupG1 , n2 in
G2 and so on, wheren11n21 . . . 1nN520. For a given
group numberN, different values ofni give different ‘‘sets’’
(n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nN) of the partition, e.g., two sets (8,3,2,2,5
and (8,3,2,1,6) forN55. @Actually, the ‘‘sets’’ relate to the
partition of the number 20 intoN groups, and the number o
the setsLN is 1, 10, 33, 64, 84, 90, 82, 70, 54, 42, 30, 22, 1
11, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1 forN from N51 to 20, respectively.# The
group assembly for a certain value ofN could be represented
as GN5$$GK

( l )(N),K51,N%,l 51,LN% where GK
( l )(N) means

the Kth group in thel th set amongLN . For a given set,
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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different arrangements of residues in the groups repre
different ‘‘distributions’’ of the residues, such as residueE in
G1 or in G2. The mismatch will be minimized if the intra
group residues are friends for each group.@Residues that are
not aggregated together finally in a group are not friend#
Due to the arbitrariness of contact index inDE and various
possible distributions of residues, we define a strong requ
ment for a successful grouping: no change of the sign of e
term in DE, i.e., l(sisjsksl)[sgn@e(si ,sj )2e(sk ,sl)#
equals tol(si8sjsksl)[sgn@e(si8 ,sj )2e(sk ,sl)#, whensi is
substituted by one of its friendssi8 . Here si , sj , sk , or sl

belongs to groupsGa , Gb , Gg , or Gn with a,b,g,n
P1,2, . . . ,N, respectively. Generally, when a residue is su
stituted by another residue~friend or nonfriend! from the
same group, one always hasl(si8sjsksl)51 or 0 or 21.
Then, all possible substitutions give a sum of related val
of l, i.e.,Labgn5( i jkl l(sisjsksl), which describes the tota
effects of substitutions of the residues from four groupsGa ,
Gb ,Gg , andGn . If l(si8sjsksl) is not the same as sgn@L#,
the substitutionsi→si8 is not favorable or the grouping ofsi

and si8 in a group is a mismatch one. The average ove
groups and residues gives out the total mismatch of this
tribution

Mab5 (
abgn

(
i jkl

$12d„l~sisjsksl !,

sgn@Labgn#…%/ (
abgn

(
i jkl

1, ~3!

where the summation runs overall possible combinations
a, b, g, andn and the indexi runs overall residues in grou
Ga and so on, and thed function is defined asd(U,V)51
when U5V, 0 otherwise. For sgn@L#50, only the cases
l(sisjsksl).0 are counted to avoid double counting.

Among all distributions of a fixed set (n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nN),
the best distribution~or the best arrangement of the residue!
gives a minimal mismatch among allMab , i.e., Mabmin.
Thus, for this set, one obtainsMabmin and the related distri-
bution of residues in every group. To find outMabmin, a
Monte Carlo minimization procedure is used, where a l
value ofMab is obtained after every random exchange of t
residues between two groups is accepted with a Metrop
probability min@1,exp(2DMab /T)#. Here DMab is the
change of the mismatches andT50.1 is an artificial ‘‘tem-
perature.’’ An enumeration overall possible distributions
residues can also be made for smallN. For eachN, all mini-
mal mismatchesMabmin of LN sets can then be obtained.
principle, for eachN we could choose the lowestMabmin and
the related grouping as the final result among all setsLN .
However, this is difficult for those sets with MGWSE o
groups with singlets. For example, as shown in Fig. 1
mismatch of set (1,19) is the lowest one among all ten s
~also the set (1,1,1,1,16) forN55, and so on, see Fig. 5!.
Obviously, this kind of mismatches does not relate to the b
or rational groupings of the residues. Therefore, we m
consider a local minimum~or a plateau! among all sets as th
rational global minimumMg ~see Fig. 1!. Such a ‘‘locality’’
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is motivated from the similarity between two groupings. Tw
groupings are regarded as a couple of neighbors when
can transform to each other just by exchanging two resid
between two groups or by moving one residue from o
group to another. With this, all local minima~or plateaus! are
identified. Figure 1 shows such a local minimum~or a pla-
teau! besides those with MGWSE. These local minima a
plateaus represent better groupings, and reflect some intr
affinity between the residues. As a result, they are taken
the corresponding rational groupings with mismatchesMg .

The aggregation of some friendly residues into a gro
results from the correlation between these residues. Le
consider a two-residue correlation by counting the numbe
groups that include residuessi andsj , i.e.,

C~si ,sj !5 (
K51

N

(
l 51

LN

I „si ,GK
( l )~N!…I „sj ,GK

( l )~N!…, ~4!

where I (s,G)51 whensPG, or zero whens¹G. Clearly,
C(si ,sj ) is a quantitative scale of the affinity between tw
residues, or a probability of two residues being in a sa
group. It is worth noting that a weight average for grou
with different mismatches is possible. For example, a pr
ability with a Boltzmann-like distribution biased toward th
small mismatches could be used. This might change the p
erence of the residues in some degree, but not largely. As
discuss the differences between different groups, the var
definitions will not change the picture. Here we only discu

FIG. 1. Mabmin of different sets forN52 ~a! andN53 ~b!. The
set index represents the sets marked in the figure.
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the simple average with an equal weight. For all groupsGN
with minimal mismatchMabmin, it is found that the counts
of some residue pairs are much large than those of o
pairs~see Fig. 2!. This means that some residues are frien
and some are not, reflecting effective ‘‘attraction’’ betwe
the residues in a group and ‘‘repulsion’’ between residues
different groups. Note that for the groupings with differentN,
we have similar patterns. The probability for finding a certa
group G with specified residues among all minimal mi
match groupsGN can also be obtained by a count

C8~G!5 (
K51

N

(
l

LN

d@G,GK
( l )~N!#, ~5!

where d(G,G8) is a d function. As expected, differen
groups have different chances to appear~see Fig. 3!. These
differences result from not only the grouping affinity b

FIG. 2. A two-residue correlationC(si ,sj ) for the MJ matrix.
Different shades of gray represent different values of the co
C(si ,sj ) among all 8435 groups forN55.

FIG. 3. ProbabilitiesP(G) and the countsC8(G) for N55 of
the MJ matrix. The group index is arranged following the mag
tude of the probability of the groups. Some groups are labeled
04191
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tween residues but also the preference for the groups wi
certain size. For comparison, the countC8(G) is normalized
by the total number of groups with the same size of groupG
in the group assembleGN . This normalized count is taken a
a probability of the occurrence of groupG, i.e.,

P~G!5C8~G!/ (
K51

N

(
l

LN

d„S~G!,S@GK
( l )~N!#…, ~6!

whereS(G) defines the number of residues in groupG, and
d(S1 ,S2) is also ad function. From Fig. 3, it is found tha
some groups have large probabilitiesP(G) and appear many
times with large number of the countsC8(G), implying that
the residues in these groups have more chances to be
group or that these groups have strong preference to ap
in grouping. Thus, the grouping with these groups show
better settlement of 20 kinds of residues than others. N
that some groups with large probabilitiesP(G), but small
countsC8(G), are removed in our analysis because of lac
ing the statistical reliability. These correlation statistics a
used in the grouping, especially in the selection of the b
grouping among some competitive candidates.

With the method and requirements mentioned above,
reduction can be settled. For the MJ matrix, the groupin
follow a hierarchically treelike structure~see Fig. 4!. That is,
20 kinds of residues are firstly divided into two groups, i.
an H group with residues (C,M ,F,I ,L,V,W,Y) and a P
group with residues (A,G,T,S,N,Q,D,E,H,R,K,P). Then
these two groups are alternatively divided into two or mo
groups relating to differentN, reflecting the detailed differ-
ences between the interactions of theH andP groups. In the
case ofN53, to divide theP group~on the base ofN52) is
obviously more rational than to divide theH group, suggest-
ing a priority for dividing theP group first. Differently, for
N54, we should divide theH group first, and forN55

nt

-

FIG. 4. The rational groupings of a hierarchically treelike stru
ture for the MJ matrix forN up to 9.
1-3
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divide theP group again. For example, in the case ofN55,
theH group is divided into (F,I ,L) and (C,M ,V,W,Y), and
the P group is divided into (A,H,T), (D,E,K), and
(G,S,N,Q,R,P). Similar results are obtained forN up to 9
with a sequential order of hydrophobicity without any ove
lap between the hydrophobic branch and the hydrophilic
following theH/P dividing. This relates to a clear picture o
the rational groupings. The difference between the pres
study and previous one in Ref.@8# is that there are alternan
dividings of theH andP groups in the new groupings, whic
gives out a little decreasing in the mismatches, and a
slightly different representative residues. The former res
under some restrictions, such as to fix theH group ~with
eight residues! unchanged, may relate to somewhat rou
dividing and the grouping space for searching the local m
mal is a little bit limited.

Figure 5 shows a decrease in the mismatch as the g
numberN increases, implying, in general, the more grou
the better. However, there is a plateau nearN58 ~caseA),
which characterizes the saturation of the grouping. T
means that more groups will not further decrease the m
match or more groups might not greatly enhance the e
ciency of the complexity reduction. Thus, the numberN
58 may indicate the minimal number of residue types
reconstruct the natural proteins, or a basic degree of free
of the complexity for protein representation. This, in a sen
relates well to the argument in Ref.@4#. Noted that the
former plateau atN55 ceases due to the canceling of t
grouping restriction. Interestingly, in Fig. 5, we also plot
the lowest mismatches relating to the groupings with M
WSE, which generally are not the local minima. An exam
is the grouping with groups (1,1,1,1,16), which has the lo
est mismatch among all sets ofN55. However, it is noted
that even including all these trivial groups, the curve s
shows a plateau aroundN59 with eight groups with single

FIG. 5. Mg vs N: ~a! for the MJ matrix;~b! for contact potentials
in Ref. @6# ~TD case! and in Ref.@10# ~SW case!. The plateaus are
shown for different cases.
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residue ofC,M ,F,I ,L,V,W,Y and one group with the res
twelve residues as well@see case C in Fig. 5~a!#. Clearly, this
plateau relates again to the saturation of theH or P grouping
or the detailed differences between the interactions of
residues, and also gives out a support on the discussion
the N58 plateau above. In addition, similar results for tw
other interaction matrices@6,10# are also obtained@see Fig.
5~b!#.

To see the plateaus more clearly, we derive the gradien
mismatchMg from N groups toN11 groups for above ra-
tional cases. Here, the gradientgN,N11 is defined asgN,N11
5uMg(N11)2Mg(N)u. It is obvious that there are minim
of gradientgN,N11 vs N, implying a small variation of mis-
match as the group numberN increases. These minima ma
correspond to plateaus or shoulders of the curve of the m
match vs group number. For our results, the values of gr
ent gN,N11 of different datasets of contact potentials ba
cally are minimal aroundN55 ~gray region I in Fig. 6!,
which correspond shoulders aroundN55, and also are mini-
mal aroundN58 ~gray region II in Fig. 6!, which relate to
plateaus aboutN58 ~see Fig. 5!. That is to say, the contac
potentials of different sources all favor the eight-type grou
ing. Such an independence of detailed forms of interacti
suggests that the grouping with eight-type residues migh
a common feature of residues in the protein systems.

It is worth noting that for eachN the representative resi
dues have been found for the MJ matrix@11#, e.g., (I ,A,D)
for N53, (I ,A,C,D) for N54 and (I ,A,G,E,C) for N
55. These residues are selected based on the rational gr
ings by minimizing the mismatch among all other choice
The foldability of the reduced sequences and the effect
ness of the reduced alphabet have also been studied
these details will be reported elsewhere.

FIG. 6. The gradientgN,N11 vs group numberN for ~a! MJ case,
~b! SW case and~c! TD case related to the rational considerations
Fig. 5, respectively. The grey regions highlight the common mini
of gN,N11.
1-4
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Finally, as a remark, we note that we use the pair-w
contact potentials as the starting point of our approach.
tually, the effective interactions between residues in fold
processes are of many body due to their complicated in
play with solvent. The pair-wise interactions between
residues are the average ones under some approxima
and are believed possessing the basic ingredients of the
ing forces in the folding in general@5–8#. Recently, it is
pointed out that the many-body effect may have their imp
tant roles for the recognition of the correct folds and t
thermodynamics and kinetics of the folding processes@12–
19#. To consider the many-body effect would be appeal
for the grouping problem. Generally, the preferences
tween some certain residues may be enhanced, while s
fragile connection between residues might be broken du
the competition of the many-body perturbation. However,
basic pattern of residue grouping will be maintained thou
the relation between some residues may become vague
tl.
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complex. The detailed schemes deserve further investiga
In conclusion, we have shown a grouping method of re

dues based on a requirement that the energy lands
should be basically kept in reduction. A quantity, the m
match, is taken as the measurement of the reduction.
results imply that the residues do have some similarities
their interaction properties and can be put together i
groups. By choosing a residue for each group, the comp
ity of proteins can be reduced or the proteins can be re
sented with reduced compositions. Especially, a basic de
of freedom of the complexity with 8–10 types of residues
found.
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